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MEMORY DIES, STACKED MEMORIES, MEMORY DEVICES AND

METHODS

Related Application

This patent application claims priority benefit from U.S. Application No.

12/704,354 filed 11 February 2010 which is incorporated herein by reference.

Background

The market for electronic apparatus and systems is driving industry to

higher operating speeds for processors and enhanced storage capacity in the

devices operating with such processors. Concurrent with enhanced functionality

and capacity of these electronic devices is increased complexity and

consumption of power. Consumption of power can lead to depletion of power

supply resources, increased operational costs, and performance degradation

associated with heating and current flows in the devices.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Embodiments are illustrated by way of example and not limitation in the

figures of the accompanying drawings in which:

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of a memory device including a stack of

memory dies, according to various example embodiments.

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of a memory device including a stack of

memory dies having a four chip-select specification using float detection

circuits, according to various example embodiments.

Figure 3 shows a block diagram of a memory device including a stack of

memory dies having a four chip-select specification using voltage detection

circuits, according to various example embodiments.

Figure 4 shows a block diagram of a memory device including a stack of

memory dies having a four chip-select specification with overlying external

connections using float detection circuits, according to various example

embodiments.



Figure 5 shows a block diagram of a memory device including a stack of

memory dies having a four chip-select specification with overlying external

connections using voltage detection circuits, according to various example

embodiments.

Figure 6 shows a block diagram of a memory device including a stack of

memory dies having a two chip-select specification, according to various

example embodiments.

Figure 7 shows a block diagram of a memory device including a stack of

memory dies having a one chip-select specification, according to various

example embodiments.

Figure 8 shows a block diagram of a float detection circuit, according to

various example embodiments.

Figure 9 shows a block diagram of a voltage detection circuit, according

to various example embodiments.

Figure 10 shows waveforms for identification detection on a memory die,

according to various example embodiments.

Figure 11 shows a block diagram of an identification circuit for a

memory die used in a stack of memory dies having a four chip-select

specification, according to various example embodiments.

Figure 12 shows a block diagram of an identification circuit for a

memory die used in a stack of memory dies having a two chip-select

specification, according to various example embodiments.

Figure 13 shows a block diagram of an identification circuit for a

memory die used in a stack of memory dies having a one chip-select

specification, according to various example embodiments.

Figure 14 shows an activated area of a memory die in a stack of memory

dies at refresh, according to various example embodiments.

Figure 15 shows features of an embodiment of a method to manage a

stack of memory dies, according to various embodiments.

Figure 16 shows features of an embodiment of a method to identify a

memory die in a stack of memory dies, according to various embodiments.

Figure 17 shows a block diagram of various features of an electronic

system, according to various embodiments of the invention.



Detailed Description

The following detailed description refers to the accompanying drawings

that show, by way of illustration, and not limitation, various embodiments of the

invention. These embodiments are described in sufficient detail to enable those

skilled in the art to practice these and other embodiments. Other embodiments

may be utilized, and structural, logical, and electrical changes may be made to

these embodiments. The various embodiments are not necessarily mutually

exclusive, as some embodiments can be combined with one or more other

embodiments to form new embodiments. The following detailed description is,

therefore, not to be taken in a limiting sense.

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of a memory device 100 including a

stack 110 of memory dies 112-1 . . . 112-N. Stack 110 includes a plurality of

external "select" (e.g., chip-select) connection nodes 114-1-1 . . . 114-1-M. A

"connection node" can be, for example, a discrete conductive structure (or

structures), such as a terminal, pin, wire, conductive ball, solder joint, pad, metal

layer (whether patterned or not) or other similar structure, or can simply be a

point of interface between two conductive structures (e.g., such as where two

conductively coupled through-substrate vias meet). Such connection nodes can,

for example, be used to conductively couple a die to something else (e.g.,

another die or some other structure).

A "chip-select related" connection node can be a connection node that is

configured to potentially receive a chip-select signal, depending on how a die is

arranged in a stack. A "chip-select" connection node can be a connection node

that, upon arrangement of a die in a stack, is configured to receive a chip-select

signal.. "External" connection nodes, such as chip-select connection nodes 114-

1-1, . . ., 114-1-M, can, for example, be used to conductively couple a stack,

such as stack 110, to something else, such as a structure 105 that is external to a

stack of memory dies. An external structure 105 can be, for example, a bus

providing a variety of signals to the stack of memory dies. The external

structure 105 can also be, for example, a logic die or other interface structure

that provides an interface function between the stack of memory dies and one or

more processors or other external device(s).



Each memory die 112-/ (/ = 1 . . . N) of the stack 110 can have (e.g., can

include) a corresponding identification circuit 120- i (/ = 1 . . . N), respectively,

which in at least some embodiments, can be coupled to an associated input

buffer 130- i (/ = 1 . . . N) for chip-selection. An identification circuit 120-/ on

each memory die 112- / can be coupled (or not coupled) to one or more of a

plurality of external chip-select connection nodes 114-1-1 . . . 114-1-M. An

identification circuit 120- / on each memory die 114- / can determine (e.g.,

detect) an identification (ID) of its respective memory die responsive to, for

example, how the identification circuit is coupled to one or more of the plurality

of external chip-select connection nodes 114-1-1 . . . 114-1-M (e.g., responsive

to how many of the external chip-select connection nodes it is coupled to, if

any). In various embodiments, N can equal M.

An identification circuit 120-/ can be coupled to one or more of the

external chip-select connection nodes 114-1-1 . . . 114-1-M via through-substrate

vias (TSVs) 116-1 . . . 116-M in its respective memory die 112- / . A TSV can

comprise conductive material that essentially extends from one surface of a die

(e.g., one surface of a substrate of the die) to the opposite surface (e.g., of the

substrate of the die). However, it is noted that a TSV need not necessarily pass

entirely through a particular substrate/die. In a silicon substrate or a silicon-

based substrate, these through-substrate vias are referred to as through- silicon

vias.

TSVs can interconnect the die of a stack to an underlying or overlying

external structure, such as a bus system, logic die, or other interface structure, in

the z-direction. Thousands or more of these TSVs can form a part of

transmission paths that can be implemented with these dies and an underlying or

overlying external structure with at least equivalent transmission capabilities as

if arranged on the same horizontal (x-y) plane. TSVs can be arranged to

provide, depending on the application of such a 3-D integration, various

combinations of data buses, address buses, control lines, and other

communication paths. A TSV that couples to a chip-select related connection

node is herein referred to as a chip-select related TSV, while a chip-select related

TSV that is actually coupled to a chip-select connection node is herein referred

to as a chip-select TSV.



In a mass production environment, it would be advantageous if each-

memory die 112 to be used in the stack 110 can essentially be the same product,

e.g., if it can be formed using the same process and have the same design,

regardless of how it is ultimately arranged in the stack. To help allow for that,

an identification (ID) determination scheme, in accordance with various

embodiments to be discussed below, can be implemented. Using such an ID

determination (e.g., detection) scheme, a memory die can automatically change,

for example, its chip select route or memory-mapping depending on how it is

arranged in the stack.

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of a memory device 200 including a

stack 210 of memory dies 212-1 . . . 212-4 having a four chip-select specification

using float detection circuits, according to various example embodiments. In a

N chip-select specification for a memory device, N chip-select signals are used

in operation of the memory device with an external device such as a processor.

Each memory die 212-/ (/ = 1 to 4) can include a float detection circuit, such as

one disposed in an identification circuit 220-/ (/ = 1 to 4) on the respective

memory die, to determine its own identification. A float detection circuit, as

used in various embodiments, is discussed in more detail with respect to Figure

8.

Each individual memory die 212-/ includes a number of TSVs. In stack

210, at least one chip-select connection node on a side of a memory die 212

couples a chip-select TSV of that die to a chip-select TSV of an adjacent

memory die 212. As oriented in Figure 2, for example, chip-select TSV 216-4-4

of memory die 212-4 is coupled to chip-select TSV 216-3-3 of adjacent memory

die 212-3 via a chip-select connection node 214-4-4 on one side of memory die

212-4. In Figure 2, connection nodes 214-/-1, 214-/-2, 214-/-3, 214-/-4 are

shown for each memory die 212-/, for / = 1, 2, 3, 4. On the opposite side of

memory die 212-4, there are no connection nodes. Memory die 212-4 is not

coupled to another die (i.e., it is at the "top" of stack 210).

Meanwhile, as oriented in Figure 2, chip-select connection nodes 214-2-

2, 214-2-3 and 214-2-4 on one side of memory die 212-1 couple chip-select

TSVs 216-1-1, 216-1-2, and 216-1-3 of memory die 212-1 to chip-select TSVs

216-2-2, 216-2-3 and 216-2-4 of an adjacent memory device 212-2. External



chip-select connection nodes 214-1-1 through 214-1-4 on the opposite side of

memory die 212-1 can couple chip-select TSVs of memory die 212-1 to one or

more external devices. The external coupling may be accomplished using an

external structure, such as one of the interface structures previously described

with respect to Figure 1.

Memory die 212-1 is the first die in stack 210 such that the chip-select

connection nodes 214-1-1 through 214-1-4 on the side opposite memory die

212-2 are the external chip-select connection nodes of the stack 210. TSVs in

each of memory dies 212-/ route the appropriate signals to the corresponding

memory die 212-/. For example, external connection node 217 can couple a

command signal, such as remote address strobe (RAS), from an external

processor to memory dies 212-1 . . . 212-4 of memory device 200 via TSVs,

connection nodes, and internal (e.g., on-die, such as formed on a substrate of the

die) nodes, such as pad 219. To focus on the features of various embodiments

discussed herein, many (if not most) of the connections commonly used with a

memory device are not shown.

In memory device 200, which has a four chip-select specification,

memory device 200 has four external chip-select connection nodes, 214-1-1 . . .

214-1-4. Four chip-select signals can be received by memory device 200, one at

each of the external chip-select connection nodes, 214-1-1 . . . 214-1-4. The four

chip-select signals are different signals that may each have the same format, such

as a binary signal being either a low (L) or a high (H). As arranged in the stack,

external chip-select connection nodes, 214-1-1, . . . 214-1-4 couple to

corresponding internal chip-select nodes (referred to hereinafter, by example, as

"pads") 218-1-1, 218-1-2, 218-1-3, and 218-1-4 via individual chip-select TSVs

216-1-1, 216-1-2, 216-1-3, and 216-1-4, respectively. Pads 218-1-1, 218-1-2,

218-1-3, and 218-1-4 on memory die 212-1 are coupled to identification circuit

220-1, typically on the side of memory die 212-1 that includes active circuits.

Identification circuit 220- 1 determines its own identification responsive to how it

is coupled to one or more external chip-select connection nodes, 214-1-1, . . .

214-1-4, if any.

Each memory die 212-j ( '= 2, 3, 4) can be structured similar to memory

die 212-1. For example, each memory die 212 can include chip-select related



TSVs, 216-7-1, 216-7-2, 216-7-3, and 216-7-4 coupled to pads 218-j-l, 218-7-2,

218-7-3, and 218-7-4. Since it to be coupled to a chip-select related node to be a

chip-select related TSV, not all TSVs 216 in a stack are chip-select related

TSVs. Depending upon the arrangement of the die 212 in the stack 210, one or

more of the TSVs 2I6-7-I, 216-7-2, 216-7-3, and 216-7-4, and a respective one or

more of the pads 218-j-l, 218-7-2, 218-7-3, and 218-7-4, may couple the

identification circuit 220-7 of that die to one or more of external chip-select

connection nodes, 214-1-1, 214-1-2, 214-1-3, and 214-1-4. In such a

configuration, each memory die 212-7 c n so determine its own identification.

Coupling among memory dies 212-1 . . . 212-4 to allow an identification circuit

22Ο-7 to selectively couple to one or more external chip-select connection nodes,

214-1, 214-2, 214-3, and 214-4, can be accomplished by a number of

approaches.

For example, the chip-select related TSVs 216 within each of memory

dies 212-1 . . . 212-4 can be configured in a similar pattern such that the chip-

select related TSVs of the individual memory dies are vertically aligned when

memory dies 212-1 . . . 212-4 are arranged in a stack 210. In various

embodiments, however, the TSVs 216 of a vertically-aligned pair of adjacent

TSVs are not necessarily coupled to one another. Instead, at least one chip-

select related TSV of at least one die in the stack 200 can be coupled to a chip-

select related TSV of another die in the stack, where the coupled chip-select

related TSVs are not vertically aligned (e.g., they are horizontally offset, such as

by one TSV placement, from one another). For example, TSV 216-1-1 of die

212-1 can be coupled to TSV 216-2-2 via internal node 218-1-1. Accordingly, in

various embodiments, each of the plurality of chip-select related TSVs 216-/-1,

216-/-2, 216-/-3, and 216-/-4 of at least one memory die 212-/ (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) in

stack 210 may or may not be coupled to a chip-select related TSV of an adjacent

memory die.

Memory device 200, which includes four memory dies 212-1 . . . 212-4,

can use four identifications. Such identifications can be, for example, one of

decimal numbers zero through three. In an embodiment, memory die 212-4 at

the top of stack 210 (i.e., at an opposite end of stack 210 from external

connection nodes 217 and 214-1-1 . . . 214-1-4) is given ID#0, memory die 212-



3 is given ID #1, memory die 212-2 is given ID #2, and memory die 212-1 at the

bottom of stack 210 (and directly coupled to external connection nodes 217 and

214-1-1 . . . 214-1-4) is given ID #3.

The identification for a memory die 211-/ can be determined by its

identification circuit 220-/, such as one having a float detection circuit that uses a

current sense circuit. The term "float" is used to denote that an input to the float

detection circuit may be floating, that is, the input is not coupled to an external

chip-select connection node. As shown in Figure 2, each of the TSVs 216-/-1 in

memory dies 212-2, 212-3, and 212-4 that is vertically aligned with external

chip-select connection node 214-1-1 (CS#0) is not specifically coupled to that

external chip-select connection node 214-1-1 (instead, they are coupled to

floating pads 218-/-1 in this embodiment). Each memory die can have a

different number and location of floating pads vertically aligned with external

chip-select connection nodes 214-1-1 . . . 214-1-4 such that, using current-sense

circuits connected to its pads 218-/-1, 218-/-2, 218-/-3, and 218-/-4 ( where / = 1

to 4 in this embodiment), each memory die 312-/ can determine its identification.

Figure 3 shows a block diagram of a memory device 300 including a

stack 310 of memory dies 312-1 . . . 312-4 having a four chip-select

specification using voltage detection circuits, according to various example

embodiments. Each memory die 312-/ (/ = 1 to 4) can include a voltage

detection circuit, disposed in a respective identification circuit 320-/ (/ = 1 to 4)

on the respective memory die, to determine its own identification. A voltage

detection circuit, as used in various embodiments, is discussed with respect to

Figure 9.

Each individual memory die 312-/ is configured similar to memory die

212-/ of Figure 2, except that each of the chip-select related TSVs 316-/-1 in

memory dies 312-2, 312-3, and 312-4 that is vertically aligned with external

chip-select connection node 314-1-1 (CS#0) is coupled to an internal reference,

such as internal voltage supply VCCP, which can be used by the voltage detection

circuits in identification circuits 320-2, 320-3, and 320-4 of the memory dies

312-2, 312-3, and 312-4. As oriented in Figure 3, the external connection nodes

317 and 314-1-1 . . . 314-1-4 are configured to couple memory die 312-1 to one

or more external devices. The external coupling may be accomplished using an



external structure, such as the interface structures discussed previously with

respect to Figure 1.

Memory die 312-1 is the first die in stack 310 and the external

connection nodes 317 and 314-1-1 . . . 314-1-4, on the side opposite memory die

312-2, are provided to externally couple the stack 310 to an external structure.

TSVs in each of memory dies 312-/ route the appropriate signals to the

corresponding memory die 312-/. For example, external connection node 317

can couple a command signal, such as RAS, from an external processor to

memory dies 312-1 . . . 312-4 of memory device 300 via TSVs, connection

nodes, and internal nodes, such as pad 319. To focus on the features of various

embodiments discussed herein, many (if not most) of the connections commonly

used with a memory device are not shown.

Memory device 300, which has a four chip-select specification, has four

external chip-select connection nodes, 314-1-1 . . . 314-1-4. Four chip-select

signals can be received by memory device 300, one at each of the external chip-

select connection nodes, 314-1-1 . . . 314-1-4. The four chip-select signals are

different signals that may each have the same format, such as a binary signal

being either a logic low (L) or a logic high (H). External chip-select connection

nodes, 314-1-1, 314-1-2, 314-1-3, and 314-1-4, couple to corresponding chip-

select pads 318-1-1, 318-1-2, 318-1-3, and 318-1-4 via individual chip-select

TSVs 316-1-1, 316-1-2, 316-1-3, and 316-1-4. Pads 318-1-1, 318-1-2, 318-1-3,

and 318-1-4 on memory die 212-1 are coupled to identification circuit 320-1,

which can be on the side of memory die 312-1 that includes active circuits.

Identification circuit 320-1 determines its own identification responsive to how it

is coupled to one or more of external chip-select connection nodes, 314-1-1,

314-1-2, 314-1-3, and 314-1-4, if any.

Each memory die 312-j ( '= 2, 3, 4) can be structured similar to memory

die 312-1. For example, each memory die 312-j can include chip-select related

TSVs, 316-j-l, 316-J-2, 316-J-3, and 316-J-4 coupled to respective chip-select

related pads 318- -1, 3 18- -2, 318- -3, and 318- -4. Depending upon the

arrangement of the die 312-j in the stack, one or more of chip-select related

TSVs 316-j-l, 316-J-2, 316-J-3, and 316-J-4 and a respective one of chip-select

related pads 318-j-l, 318-J-2, 318-J-3, and 318-J-4 may couple the identification



circuit 320-7 of that die to one or more of external chip-select connection nodes,

314-1-1, 314-1-2, 314-1-3, and 314-1-4. In such a configuration, each memory

die 312-7 can also determine its own identification. Coupling among memory

dies 312-1 . . . 312-4 to allow an identification circuit 320-7 to selectively couple

to one or more of external chip-select connection nodes, 314-1-1, 314-1-2, 314-

1-3, and 314-1-4 can be accomplished by a number of approaches.

For example, the chip-select related TSVs 316 within each of memory

dies 312-1 . . . 312-4 can be configured in a similar pattern such that the chip-

select related TSVs of the individual memory dies are aligned when memory

dies 312-1 . . . 312-4 are arranged in a stack 310. In various embodiments,

however, the TSVs 316 of a vertically-aligned pair of adjacent chip-select

related TSVs are not necessarily coupled to one another. Instead, at least one

chip-select related TSV of at least one die in the stack 300 can be coupled to a

chip-select related TSV of another die in the stack, where the coupled chip-select

related TSVs are not vertically aligned (e.g., they are horizontally offset, such as

by one TSV placement, from one another). For example, TSV 316-1-1 of die

312-1 can be coupled to TSV 316-2-2 via internal node 318-1-1. Accordingly,

in various embodiments, each of the plurality of chip-select related TSVs 316-/-

1, 316-/-2, 316-/-3, and 316-/-4 of at least one memory die 312-/ (/ = 1, 2, 3, 4)

in stack 310 may or may not be coupled to a chip-select related TSV of an

adjacent memory die.

Memory device 300, which includes four memory dies 312-1 . . . 312-4,

can use four identifications. Such identifications can be, for example, one of

decimal numbers zero through three. In an embodiment, memory die 312-4 at

the top of stack 310 (i.e., at an opposite end of stack 310 from external

connection nodes 317 and 314-1) is given ID#0, memory die 312-3 is given

ID#1, memory die 312-2 is given ID#2, and memory die 312-1 at the bottom of

stack 310 (and directly coupled to external connection nodes 317 and 314-1) is

given ID#3. The identification for a memory die 311-/ can be determined by its

identification circuit 320-/, which can include a voltage detection circuit, for

example.

Figure 4 shows a block diagram of a memory device 400 including a

stack 410 of memory dies 412-1 . . . 412-4 having a four chip-select specification



with overlying external connection nodes, and wherein the memory dies each

include a respective float detection circuit, according to various example

embodiments. Memory device 400 is similar to memory device 200 of Figure 2

except that memory stack 410 is oriented for an inverted external coupling with

respect to the orientation of memory stack 210 of memory device 200. Memory

device 400 can connect to an external structure, such as one of the interface

structures discussed previously with respect to Figure 1, with the external

structure disposed on top of memory device 400. External chip-select

connection nodes, 414-1-1, 414-1-2, 414-1-3, and 414-1-4 of memory die 412-1

can provide at least some external connections for memory device 400. As with

memory device 200, the chip-select related TSVs 416-/- 1 in memory dies 412-2 .

. . 412-4 that are vertically aligned with external chip-select connection node

414-1-1 (CS#0) are floating, and each of identification circuits 420-1 . . . 420-4

can include a float detection circuit.

Figure 5 shows a block diagram of a memory device 500 including a

stack of memory dies 512-1 . . . 512-4 having a four chip-select specification

with overlying external connection nodes, and wherein the memory dies each

include a respective voltage detection circuit, according to various example

embodiments. Memory device 500 is similar to memory device 300 of Figure 3

except that memory stack 510 is oriented for an inverted external coupling with

respect to the orientation of memory stack 310 of memory device 300. Memory

device 500 can connect to an external structure, such as one of the interface

structures discussed previously with respect to Figure 1, with the external

structure disposed on top of memory device 500. External chip-select

connection nodes, 514-1-1, 514-1-2, 514-1-3, and 514-1-4 of memory die 512-1

can provide at least some external connections for memory device 500. As with

memory device 300, the chip-select related TSVs 516-/- 1 in memory dies 512-2 .

. . 512-4 that are vertically aligned with external chip-select connection node

514-1-1 (CS#0) are each coupled to an internal reference, such as an internal

voltage supply VCCP, and each of identification circuits 520-1 . . . 520-4 can

include a voltage detection circuit.

Figure 6 shows a block diagram of a memory device 600 including a

stack 610 of memory dies 612-1 . . . 612-4 having a two chip-select



specification, according to various example embodiments. Each memory die

612-/ (/ = 1 to 4) can include a float detection circuit, for example, disposed in a

respective identification circuit 620-/ (/ = 1 to 4) on the respective memory die,

to determine its own identification.

Each individual memory die 612-/ includes a number of TSVs. In stack

610, at least one chip-select connection node on a side of at least one memory

die 612 couples a chip-select TSV of that die to a chip-select TSV of an adjacent

memory die 612. For example, as oriented in Figure 6, chip-select TSV 616-4-4

of memory die 612-4 is coupled to chip-select TSV 616-3-3 of adjacent memory

device 612-3 on one side of memory die 612-4. On the opposite side of memory

die 612-4, there are no external connection nodes. Memory die 612-4 is not

coupled to another die (i.e., it is at the "top" of stack 610).

Meanwhile, as oriented in Figure 6, chip-select connection nodes 614-2-2

and 614-2-3 on one side of memory die 612-1 couple chip-select TSVs 616-1-1

and 616-1-2 of memory die 612-1 to chip-select TSVs 616-2-2 and 616-2-3 of

adjacent memory die 612-2. External chip-select connection nodes 614-1-1 and

614-1-2 on the opposite side of memory die 621-1 can couple chip-select TSVs

616-1-1 and 616-1-2, respectively, of memory die 612-1 to one or more external

devices. The external coupling may be accomplished using an external structure,

such as one of the interface structures discussed previously with respect to

Figure 1.

Memory die 612-1 is the first die in stack 610 and the external

connection nodes 617, 614-1-1 and 614-1-2, on the side opposite memory die

612-2, are provided to externally couple the stack 610 to an external structure.

TSVs in each of memory dies 612-/ route the appropriate signals to the

corresponding memory die 612-/. For example, external connection node 617

can couple a command signal, such as RAS, from an external processor to

memory dies 612-1 . . . 612-4 of memory device 600 via TSVs, connection

nodes, and internal nodes, such as pad 619. To focus on the features of various

embodiments discussed herein, many (if not most) of the connections commonly

used with a memory device are not shown.

Memory device 600, which has a two chip-select specification, has two

external chip-select connection nodes, 614-1-1 and 614-1-2, to provide external



connection nodes for stack 610 with respect to a chip select function of memory

device 600. Two chip-select signals can be received by memory device 600, one

at each of the external chip-select connection nodes, 614-1-1 and 614-1-2. The

two chip-select signals are different signals that may each have the same format,

such as a binary signal being either a logic low (L) or a logic high (H).

External chip-select connection nodes, 614-1-1 and 614-1-2 couple to

corresponding pads 618-1-1 and 618-1-2 via individual TSVs 616-1-1 and 616-

1-2. Pads 618-1-1, 618-1-2, 618-1-3, and 618-1-4 on memory die 612-1 are

coupled to an identification circuit 620- 1, which can be on the side of memory

die 612-1 that includes active circuits. Identification circuit 620-1 determines its

own identification responsive to how it is coupled to one or more of external

chip-select connection nodes, 614-1-1 and 614-1-2, if any.

Each memory die 612-j ( '= 2, 3, 4) can be structured similar to memory

die 612-1. For example, each memory die 612-j can include chip-select related

TSVs, 616-j-l, 616-J-2, 616-J-3, and 616-J-4 coupled to respective pads 618-j-l,

618-J-2, 618-J-3, and 618-J-4. Depending upon the arrangement of the die 612-j

in the stack, one or more of chip-select related TSVs, 616-j-l, 616-J-2, 616-J-3,

and 616-J-4 and a respective one or more of pads 618-j-l, 618-J-2, 618-J-3, and

618-J-4) may couple the identification circuit 620-j of that die to one or more of

external chip-select connection nodes, 614-1-1 and 614-1-2. In such a

configuration, each memory die 612-j can also determine its own identification.

Coupling among memory dies 612-1 . . . 612-4 to allow an identification circuit

620-j to selectively couple to one or more of external chip-select connection

nodes, 614-1-1 and 614-1-2, can be accomplished by a number of approaches.

For example, the chip-select related TSVs 616 within each of memory

dies 612-1 . . . 612-4 can be configured in a similar pattern such that the TSVs of

the individual memory dies are vertically aligned when memory dies 612-1 . . .

612-4 are arranged in a stack 610. In various embodiments, however, the chip-

select related TSVs 616 of a vertically-aligned pair of adjacent TSVs are not

necessarily coupled to one another. Instead, at least one chip-select related TSV

of at least one die in the stack 600 can be coupled to a chip-select related TSV of

another die in the stack, where the coupled chip-select related TSVs are not

vertically aligned (e.g., they are horizontally offset, such as by one TSV



placement, from one another). For example, TSV 616-1-1 of die 612-1 can be

coupled to TSV 616-2-2 via internal node 618-1-1. Accordingly, in various

embodiments, each of the plurality of chip-select related TSVs 616-/-1, 616-/-2,

616-/-3, and 616-/-4 of at least one memory die 612-/ (/ = 1, 2, 3, 4) in stack 610

may or may not be coupled to a chip-select related TSV of an adjacent memory

die.

Memory device 600, which includes four memory dies 612-1 . . . 612-4,

can use four identifications. Such identifications can be, for example, one of

decimal numbers zero through three. In an embodiment, memory die 612-4 at

the top of stack 610 (i.e., at an opposite end of stack 610 from external

connection nodes 617 and 614-1) is given ID#0, memory die 612-3 is given

ID#1, memory die 612-2 is given ID#2, and memory die 612-1 at the bottom of

stack 610 (and directly coupled to external connection nodes 617 and 614-1) is

given ID#3. The identification for a memory die 611-/ can be determined by its

identification circuit 620-/, such as one having a float detection circuit (e.g., one

that uses a current sense circuit). As shown in Figure 6, each of the TSVs 616-/-

1 in memory dies 612-2, 612-3, and 612-4 that is vertically aligned with external

chip-select connection node 614-1-1 (CS#0) is not specifically coupled to that

external connection node 614-1-1 (instead, they are coupled to floating pads

618-/-1 in this embodiment).

Figure 7 shows a block diagram of a memory device 700 including a

stack 710 of memory dies 712-1 . . . 712-4 having a one chip-select

specification, according to various example embodiments. Each memory die

712-/ (/ = 1 to 4) can include a float detection circuit, for example, disposed in an

identification circuit 720-/ (/ = 1 to 4) on the respective memory die, to

determine its own identification.

Each individual memory die 712-/ includes a number of TSVs. In stack

710, one chip-select connection node on a side of at least one memory die 712

couples one chip-select TSV of that die to a chip-select TSV of an adjacent

memory die 712. As oriented in Figure 7, for example, chip-select TSV 716-4-4

of memory die 712-4 is coupled to chip select TSV 716-3-3 of adjacent memory

die 712-3 on one side of memory die 712-4. On the opposite side of memory die

712-4, there are no external connection nodes. Memory die 712-4 is not coupled



to another die (i.e., it is at the "top" of stack 710).

Meanwhile, as oriented in Figure 7, a chip-select connection node 714-2-

2 on one side of memory die 712-1 couples chip select TSV 716-1-1 of memory

die 712-1 to chip-select TSV 716-2-2 of adjacent memory device 712-2.

External chip-select connection node 714-1-1 on the opposite side of memory

die 712-1 can couple chip select TSV 716-1-1 of memory die 712-1 to one or

more external devices. The external coupling may be accomplished using an

external structure, such as one of the interface structures previously described

with respect to Figure 1.

Memory die 712-1 is the first die in stack 710 and the external

connection nodes 717 and 714-1-1, on the side opposite memory die 712-2, are

provided to externally couple the stack 710 to an external structure. TSVs in

each of memory dies 712-/ route the appropriate signals to the corresponding

memory die 712-/. For example, external connection node 717 can couple a

command signal, such as RAS, from an external processor to memory dies 712-1

. . . 712-4 of memory device 700 via TSVs, connection nodes, and internal

nodes, such as pad 719. To focus on the features of various embodiments

discussed herein, many (if not most) of the connections commonly used with a

memory device are not shown.

Memory device 700, which has a one chip-select specification, has a

single external chip-select connect node 714-1-1 to provide an external

connection node for stack 710 with respect to a chip select function of memory

device 700. A chip-select signal can be received by memory device 700 at chip-

select connection node 714-1-1, and may be a binary signal. TSVs 716-1-2,

716-1-3 and 716-1-4 are not connected to and do not receive chip-select signals

from an external structure for memory operation.

Chip-select related pads 718-1-1, 718-1-2, 718-1-3, and 718-1-4 are

coupled to corresponding TSVs 716-1-1, 716-1-2, 716-1-3, and 716-1-4. Of

those pads and TSVs, external chip-select connection node 714-1-1 is coupled to

pad 718-1-1 via TSV 716-1-1. Pads 718-1-1, 718-1-2, 718-1-3, and 718-1-4 on

memory die 712-1 are coupled to an identification circuit 720-1, which can be on

the side of memory die 712-1 that includes active circuits. Identification circuit

720-1 determines its own identification responsive to how it is coupled to



external chip-select connection node 714-1-1, if at all.

Each memory die 712-j ( '= 2, 3, 4) can be structured similar to memory

die 712-1. For example, each memory die 712-j has TSVs, 716-j-l, 716-J-2,

716-J-3, and 716-J-4 coupled to respective pads 718-j-l, 718-J-2, 718-J-3, and

718-J-4. Depending upon the arrangement of the die in the stack, one of TSVs

716-j-l, 716-J-2, 716-J-3, and 716-J-4, and a respective one of pads 718-j-l,

718-J-2, 718-J-3, and 718-J-4 may couple the identification circuit 720-j of that

die to chip-select connection node 714-1-1. In such a configuration, each

memory die 712-j can also determine its own identification. Coupling among

memory dies 712-1 . . . 712-4 to allow an identification circuit 720-j to

selectively couple to a chip-select connection node 714-1-1 can be accomplished

by a number of approaches.

For example, the chip-select related TSVs 716 within each of memory

dies 712-1 . . . 712-4 can be configured in a similar pattern such that the TSVs of

the individual memory dies are vertically aligned when memory dies 712-1 . . .

712-4 are arranged in a stack 710. In various embodiments, however, the chip-

select related TSVs 716 of a vertically-aligned pair of adjacent chip-select

related TSVs are not necessarily coupled to one another. Instead, one chip-select

related TSV of at least one die in the stack 700 can be coupled to a chip-select

related TSV of another die in the stack, where the coupled chip-select related

TSVs are not vertically aligned (e.g., they are horizontally offset, such as by one

TSV placement, from one another). For example, TSV 716-1-1 of die 712-1 can

be coupled to TSV 716-2-2 via internal node 718-1-1. Accordingly, in various

embodiments, each of the plurality of chip-select related TSVs 716-j-l, 716-/-2,

716-/-3, and 716-/-4 of at least one memory die 712-/ (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) in stack 710

may or may not be coupled to a chip-select related TSV of an adjacent memory

die .

Memory device 700, which includes four memory dies 712-1 . . . 712-4,

can use four identifications. Such identifications can be, for example, one of

decimal numbers zero through three. In an embodiment, memory die 712-4 at

the top of stack 710 (i.e., at an opposite end of stack 710 from external

connection nodes 717 and 714-1-1) is given ID#0, memory die 712-3 is given

ID#1, memory die 712-2 is given ID#2, and memory die 712-1 at the bottom of



stack 710 (and directly coupled to external connection nodes 717 and 714-1-1) is

given ID#3. The identification for a memory die 711-/ can be determined by its

identification circuit 720-/, such as one having a float detection circuit (e.g., one

that uses a current sense circuit).

As shown in Figure 7, each of the TSVs 716-/-1 in memory dies 712-2,

712-3, and 712-4 that is vertically aligned with external connection node 714-1-1

(CS#0) is not specifically coupled to that external connection node 714-1-1

(instead, they are coupled to floating pads 718-/-1 in this embodiment). As with

stacked memory devices discussed with respect to Figures 2-6, the memory die

712 of memory device 700 have a common design and the memory device 700

uses shifted connections between chip-select related TSVs and an identification

circuit on each memory die. With, for example, the float detection circuits of

memory device 700 coupled to their respective chip-select related internal nodes,

each memory die 712-/ can determine its identification (e.g., its position within

the stack).

As previously discussed, memory devices such as memory devices 200,

400, 600, and 700 of Figures 2, 4, 6, and 7, respectively, can include one or more

float detection circuits 824 on each memory die of the memory devices (e.g.,

each memory die might include one float detection circuit for each chip-select

related TSV of the die). Figure 8 shows a block diagram of one such float

detection circuit 824 on a memory die, according to various example

embodiments. Float detection circuit 824 includes a current sense circuit 825

that couples to an internal node, such as a pad 818 on the memory die. Pad 818

might correspond to one of the previously discussed pads 218, 418, 618 or 718,

for example. Float detection circuit 824 can be coupled with pad 818 via an

electrostatic discharge circuit (ESD) 826. Float detection circuit 824 can also be

configured to receive a reset signal, RST. The reset signal can be directed to

float detection circuit 824 as a pulse input generated during a power-on cycle.

With respect to current sense circuit 825, sense current II is configured to

flow to a coupled connection node (if any) via pad 818. Ire f is a reference current

mirroring sense current II - When pad 818 is floating (e.g., the coupled

connection node is floating or no connection node is coupled to the pad), sense

current II will become nearly zero. Since reference current I ef is dominated with



its sink current biased by n-MOS transistor 828, its output signal "detect" is set

to a logic low level.

When pad 818 is connected to a connection node that is not floating,

sense current II will become a certain value limited by limiter 827, which can be

formed by a p-MOS transistor. Since reference current I ef is larger than its sink

current biased by n-MOS transistor 828, its output signal "detect" is set to a logic

high level. Therefore, a detection output signal DT#N is provided from float

detection circuit 824, where the state of the detection output signal depends on

whether the connection node coupled to pad 818 is floating or not (where N

corresponds to the respective connection node of the die coupled to pad 818).

Float detection circuit 824 includes a source node 829 to provide a

relative high voltage, V GATE The voltage level for V GATE can be set higher than

supply voltage, Vcc- For example, a V GATE level can be set as Vcc+V t, where Vt

is a threshold voltage of an input n-MOS transistor. V GATE can be set at other

levels. A level-shifter can be used with V GATE set higher than Vcc-

As previously discussed, memory devices such as memory devices 300

and 500 of Figures 3 and 5, respectively, can alternatively or additionally include

one or more voltage detection circuits 824 on each memory die of the memory

devices (e.g., each memory die might include one voltage detection circuit for

each chip-select related TSV of the die). Figure 9 shows a block diagram of one

such voltage detection circuit 924 on a memory die, according to various

example embodiments. Voltage detection circuit 924 couples to an internal

node, such as pad 918 on the memory die. Pad 918 might correspond to one of

previously the discussed pads 318 or 518, for example. Voltage detection circuit

924 can be coupled with pad 918 via an electrostatic discharge circuit (ESD)

926. Voltage detection circuit 924 can also be configured to receive a reset

signal, RST. The reset signal can be directed to voltage detection circuit 924 as

a pulse input generated during a power-on cycle.

With pad 918 operatively coupled to transistor 927, the state of the signal

at pad 918 controls the output of transistor 928, whose gate is coupled to a bias.

The output from transistor is used to provide the "detect" signal. Therefore, a

detection output signal DT#N is provided from voltage detection circuit 924,

where the state of the detection output signal depends on the state of the signal at



pad 918 (where N corresponds to the respective connection node of the die

coupled to pad 918).

Voltage detection circuit 924 includes a source node 939 to provide a

relative high voltage, V CCP - The voltage level for V CCP set higher than supply

voltage, Vcc- The V CCP level can be set as Vcc+V t, where Vt is a threshold

voltage of an n-MOS transistor. A level-shifter can be used with V CCP set higher

than Vcc-

Figure 10 shows waveforms for identification detection on a memory die,

according to various example embodiments. The waveforms indicate a change

in a detection signal, DT#N, 1022 from either a float detection circuit as shown

in Figure 8 or a voltage detection circuit as shown in Figure 9. The change in

DT#N 1022 follows a trailing edge 1023 of the reset signal, RST, directed to the

detection circuits of Figures 8 and 9.

Figure 11 shows a block diagram of an identification circuit 1120 for a

memory die to be used in a stack of memory dies having a four chip-select

specification, according to various example embodiments. Identification circuit

1120 includes four detection circuits 1124 and a decoder 1135. Although four

detection circuits 1124 are shown in Figure 11, the number of detection circuits

could vary; for example, the number of detection circuits could depend on the

structure of the decoder 1135, the number of memory dies disposed in the stack

of memory dies, and/or the chip-select specification. For the non-limiting

example embodiment shown in Figure 11, identification circuit 1120 couples to

four pads 1118-1 . . . 1118-4 (via ESD circuits 1126-1 . . . 1126-4, respectively).

An identification circuit such as identification circuit 1120 can be

configured on each of the memory dies of the stack, and pads 1118-1 . . . 1118-4

on each memory die can couple to chip-select related connection nodes of the

stacked memory device. One or more of the chip-select related connection

nodes are configured to be selectively coupled to a chip-select depending upon

the arrangement of the respective die in the stack. Identification circuit 1120 can

be used on each of the memory dies shown in Figures 2-5, for example.

The detection circuits 1124 can each be a float detection circuit, such as

those described with respect to memory devices 200 and 400 of Figures 2 and 4,

respectively, or a voltage detection circuit, such as those described with respect



to memory devices 300 and 500 of Figures 3 and 5, respectively. As shown in

Figure 11, identification circuit 1120 includes detection circuits 1124-1 . . .

1123-4. With each of these detections circuits being identical (although they

each receive an input from a different one of pads 1118-1 . . . 1118-4 of the die),

the fabrication can be simplified based on the uniformity of forming these

circuits. As one of ordinary skill in the art can appreciate, however, in an

alternative embodiment, identification circuit 1120 may not include detection

circuit 1124-4, as DT#3 is not needed to identify the memory die in the scheme

discussed below.

Detection signals DT#0, DT#1, and DT#2 output from detection circuits

1124- 1 . . . 1123-3, respectively, are input to decoder 1135, which detects an

identification of its respective memory die responsive to the states of the

detection signals. The identification is output as signals ID<0> and ID<1>.

With four or less memory dies in a stacked memory device, decoder 1135 can

provide two binary ID signals, where each memory die is identified as either 0

(binary 00), 1 (binary 01), 2 (binary 10), or 3 (binary 11).

Input chart 1139 shows an example of identification determination

responsive to how a die including identification circuit 1120 is arranged in a

stack. For example, assuming the memory die corresponding to identification

circuit 1120 is memory die 212-1 in stack 210 (wherein the detection circuits

1124 are float detection circuits), during identification, float detection circuit

1124-1 would output a detect signal DT#0 having a high state. This is because

pad 1118-1 (which corresponds to pad 218-1-1 in this example) is coupled to

external chip-select connection node 214-1-1, and therefore is not floating in this

embodiment.

Pads 1118-2, 1118-3, and 1118-4 in this example would correspond to

pads 218-1-2, 218-1-3, and 218-1-4, respectively, and those pads are also

coupled to external chip-select connection nodes 214-1-2, 214-1-3, and 214-1-4,

respectively. Accordingly, none of pads 1118-2, 1118-3, and 1118-4 are floating

either. Therefore, the detect signals, DT#1, DT#2, and DT#3 output by float

detection circuits 1124-2, 1124-3 and 1124-4, respectively, would all be at a high

state during identification. Responsive to receiving high states on detect signals

DT#0, DT#1, and DT#2, decoder 1135 outputs a high state on both ID<0> and



ID<1>, which can be interpreted in this embodiment as ID#3.

By contrast, assuming the memory die corresponding to identification

circuit 1120 is memory die 212-4 in stack 210 (wherein the detection circuits

1124 are float detection circuits), during identification, float detection circuit

1124-1 would output a detect signal DT#0 having a low state. This is because

pad 1118-1 (which corresponds to pad 218-4-1 in this example) is floating in this

embodiment. Likewise, float detection circuits 1124-2 and 1124-3 would also

output detect signals, DT#1 and DT#2, respectively, having low states. This is

because pads 1118-2 and 1118-3 in this example would correspond to pads 218-

4-2 and 218-4-3, which are also floating in this example.

If included, float detection circuit 1124-4, on the other hand, would

output a detect signal DT#3 having a high state. This is because pad 1118-4 in

this embodiment would correspond to pad 218-4-4. Pad 218-4-4 is ultimately

coupled to external chip-select connection node 214-1-1 in this arrangement.

Responsive to receiving low states on detect signals DT#0, DT#1, and DT#2,

decoder 1135 outputs a low state on both ID<0> and ID<1>, which can be

interpreted in this embodiment as ID#0.

Continuing with an example based on the embodiment depicted in Fig. 2,

the input impedance between an external chip-select connection node, such as

node 214-1-1, and an input buffer 1130 on memory die 212-4 will likely be

much larger than, for example, the input impedance between an external chip-

select connection node, such as node 214-1-1, and an input buffer 1130 on

memory die 212-1. The impedance difference will likely not be negligible, since

the parasitic impedance of a conventional TSV is not negligible.

Accordingly, in at least one embodiment, each memory die, such as

memory die 212, may further include a delay circuit 1137. Delay circuit 1137

could be used in such an embodiment to, for example, adjust signal timing in the

respective memory die 212 responsive to how that die is arranged in stack 210.

For example, delay circuit 1137 could be coupled between the identification

circuit 1120 of a die and an input buffer 1130 of that die. In at least one

embodiment, delay circuit 1137 is further coupled to pad 1118-4 via a pass gate

1131.



In the embodiment based on Figs. 2 and 11, the chip select signal

coupled to pad 1118-4 will effectively be the signal that selects the die 212

corresponding to the identification circuit 1120 (e.g., where the corresponding

chip select signal is either CS#0, CS#1, CS#2 or CS#3, depending on how the

die is arranged in the stack). Delay circuit 1137 can be configured to selectively

delay that respective signal by an amount responsive to the determined

identification (e.g., responsive to the state of identification signal ID<0> and the

state of identification signal ID<1>), such as to account for the difference in

input impedance depending upon the die's arrangement in a stack.

Figure 12 shows a block diagram of an identification circuit 1220 for a

memory die to be used in a stack of memory dies having a two chip-select

specification, according to various example embodiments. Identification circuit

1220 includes a number of detection circuits, 1224-1 . . . 1224-4, and a decoder

1235. The number of detection circuits 1224 and the structure of the decoder

1235 could vary, however, depending on, for example, the number of memory

dies disposed in the stack of memory dies and/or the chip-select specification.

For the non-limiting example embodiment shown in Figure 12, identification

circuit 1220 couples to four pads 1218-1 . . . 1218-4 (via ESD circuits 1226-1 . .

. 1226-4, respectively).

An identification circuit, such as identification circuit 1220, is configured

on each of the memory dies of the stack, and pads 1218-1 . . . 1218-4 on each

memory die can couple to chip-select related connection nodes of the stacked

memory device. One or more of the chip-select related connection nodes are

configured to be selectively coupled to a chip-select depending upon the

arrangement of the respective die in the stack. Identification circuit 1220 can be

used on each of the memory dies shown in Figure 6, for example.

Detection circuits 1224-1 . . . 1224-4 can each be configured as a float

detection circuit, such as the float detection circuit 824 shown in Figure 8.

Alternatively, detection circuits 1224-1 . . . 1224-4 can each be configured as a

voltage detection circuit, such as the voltage detection circuit 924 shown in

Figure 9. As shown in Figure 12, identification circuit 1220 includes detection

circuits 1224-1 . . . 1223-4. With each of these detections circuits being identical

(although they receive an input from a different one of pads 1218-1 . . . 1218-4



of the die), the fabrication can be simplified based on the uniformity of forming

these circuits. As one of ordinary skill in the art can appreciate, however, in an

alternative embodiment, identification circuit 1220 may not include detection

circuit 1224-4, as DT#3 is not needed to identify the memory die in the scheme

discussed below

Assuming for purposes of this example that detection circuits 1224 are

float detection circuits, the state of each respective detection signal DT#0, DT#1,

DT#2 and DT#3 is determined responsive to whether a corresponding pad, 1218-

1, 1218-2, 1218-3, or 1218-4, is floating or not. The output from detection

circuits 1224-1 . . . 1223-3 are input to decoder 1235, which detects an

identification of the respective memory die responsive to, in this example,

signals DT#0, DT#1, and DT#2. The identification output in the illustrated

embodiment is two binary identification signals, ID<0> and ID<1>. With four

memory dies in a stacked memory device, the respective memory die could be

identified as, for example, ID#0 (binary 00), ID#1 (binary 10), ID#2 (binary 01),

or ID#3 (binary 11).

Input chart 1239 shows an example of identification determination

responsive to how a die including identification circuit 1220 is arranged in a

stack. For example, assuming the memory die corresponding to identification

circuit 1220 is memory die 612-1 in stack 610 (wherein the detection circuits

1224 are float detection circuits), during identification, float detection circuit

1224-1 would output a detect signal DT#0 having a high state. This is because

pad 1218-1 (which corresponds to pad 618-1-1 in this example) is coupled to

external chip-select connection node 614-1-1, and therefore is not floating in this

embodiment.

Pads 1218-2, 1218-3, and 1218-4 in this example would correspond to

pads 618-1-2, 618-1-3, and 618-1-4, respectively. By reference to Figure 6, pad

1218-2/618-1-2 is also coupled to an external chip-select connection node 614-1-

2. Accordingly, pad 1218-2/618-1-2 is also not floating. Therefore, the detect

signal DT#2 output by float detection circuits 1224-2 would also be in a high

state.

Meanwhile, pads 1218-3/618-1-3 and 1218-4/618-1-4 are coupled to

TSVs 616-1-3 and 616-1-4, respectively. TSVs 616-1-3 and 616-1-4 are not



coupled to external chip-select connection nodes. Accordingly, pads 1218-

3/618-1-3 and 1218-4/618-1-4 are floating. Therefore, the detect signals DT#2

and DT#3 output by float detection circuits 1224-3 and 1224-4, respectively,

would all be at a low state during identification. Responsive to receiving high

states on detect signals DT#0 and DT#1, and a low state on detect signal DT#2,

decoder 1235 outputs a high state on both ID<0> and ID<1>. In this

embodiment, high states on both ID<0> and ID<1> can be interpreted as ID#3.

By contrast, assuming the memory die corresponding to identification

circuit 1220 is memory die 612-4 in stack 610 (wherein the detection circuits

1224 are float detection circuits), during identification, float detection circuit

1224-1 would output a detect signal DT#0 having a low state. This is because

pad 1218-1 (which corresponds to pad 618-4-1 in this example) is floating in this

embodiment. Likewise, float detection circuits 1224-2 and 1224-3 would also

output detect signals, DT#1 and DT#2, respectively, having low states. This is

because pads 1218-2 and 1218-3 in this example would correspond to pads 618-

4-2 and 618-4-3, which are also floating in this example.

If included, float detection circuit 1224-4, on the other hand, would

output a detect signal DT#3 having a high state. This is because pad 1218-4 in

this embodiment would correspond to pad 618-4-4 in Figure 6. Pad 618-4-4 is

ultimately coupled to external chip-select connection node 614-1-1. Responsive

to receiving low states on detect signals DT#0, DT#1, and DT#2, decoder 1235

outputs a low state on both ID<0> and ID<1>. In this embodiment, low states

on both ID<0> and ID<1> can be interpreted as ID#0. ID<1> and its inverse can

be applied as control signals for pass gates 1231-1 and 1231-2, respectively, to

control input to input-buffer 1230.

Figure 13 shows a block diagram of an identification circuit 1320 for a

memory die to be used in a stack of memory dies having a one chip-select

specification, according to various example embodiments. Identification circuit

1320 includes a number of detection circuits, 1324-1 . . . 1324-4, and a decoder

1335. The number of detection circuits 1324 and the structure of the decoder

1335 could vary, however, depending on, for example, the number of memory

dies disposed in the stack of memory dies and/or the chip-select specification.

For the non-limiting example embodiment shown in Figure 13, identification



circuit 1320 couples to four pads 1318-1 . . . 1318-4 (via ESD circuits 1326-1 . .

. 1326-4, respectively).

An identification circuit, such as circuit 1320, is configured on each of

the memory dies of the stack, and pads 1318-1 . . . 1318-4 on each memory die

can couple to chip-select related connection nodes of the stacked memory

device. One chip-select related connection node per die is configured to be

selectively coupled to a chip-select depending upon the arrangement of the

respective die in the stack. Identification circuit 1320 can be used on each of the

memory dies shown in Figure 7, for example.

Detection circuits 1324-1 . . . 1324-4 can each be configured as a float

detection circuit, such as the float detection circuit 824 shown in Figure 8.

Alternatively, detection circuits 1324-1 . . . 1324-4 can each be configured as a

voltage detection circuit, such as the voltage detection circuit 924 shown in

Figure 9. As shown in Figure 13, identification circuit 1320 includes detection

circuits 1324-1 . . . 1323-4.

Assuming for purposes of this example that detection circuits 1324 are

float detection circuits, the state of each respective detection signals DT#0,

DT#1, DT#2 and DT#3 is determined responsive to whether a corresponding

pad, 1318-1, 1318-2, 1318-3, or 1318-4, is floating or not. The output from

detection circuits 1324-1 . . . 1323-3 are input to decoder 1335, which detects an

identification of the respective memory die responsive to, in this example,

signals DT#0, DT#1, and DT#2. The identification output in the illustrated

embodiment is two binary identification signals, ID<0> and ID<1>. With four

memory dies in a stacked memory device, the respective memory die could be

identified as, for example, ID#0 (binary 00), ID#1 (binary 01), ID#2 (binary 10),

or ID#3 (binary 11).

Input chart 1339 shows an example of identification determination

responsive to how a die including identification circuit 1320 is arranged in a

stack. For example, assuming the memory die corresponding to identification

circuit 1320 is memory die 712-1 in stack 710 (wherein the detection circuits

1324 are float detection circuits), during identification, float detection circuit

1324-1 would output a detect signal DT#0 having a high state. This is because

pad 1318-1 (which corresponds to pad 718-1-1 in this example) is coupled to



external chip-select connection node 714-1-a, and therefore is not floating in this

embodiment.

Pads 1318-2, 1318-3, and 1318-4 in this example would correspond to

pads 718-1-2, 718-1-3, and 718-1-4, respectively. Pads 1318-2/718-1-2, 1318-

3/718-1-3 and 1318-4/718-1-4 are non-connect nodes in that they are coupled to

TSVs 716-1-2 716-1-3 and 716-1-4, respectively. TSVs 716-1-2, 716-1-3 and

716-1-4 are not coupled to an external chip-select connection node.

Accordingly, pads 1318-2/718-1-2, 1318-3/718-1-3 and 1318-4/718-1-4 are

floating. Therefore, the detect signals DT#1, DT#2 and DT#3 output by float

detection circuits 1324-2, 1324-3 and 1324-4, respectively, would all be at a low

state during identification. Responsive to receiving a high state on detect signals

DT#0, and a low state on each of detect signals DT#1 and DT#2, decoder 1235

outputs a high state on both ID<0> and ID<1>. In this embodiment, high states

on both ID<0> and ID<1> can be interpreted as ID#3.

By contrast, assuming the memory die corresponding to identification

circuit 1320 is memory die 712-4 in stack 710 (wherein the detection circuits

1324 are float detection circuits), during identification, float detection circuit

1324-1 would output a detect signal DT#0 having a low state. This is because

pad 1318-1 (which corresponds to pad 718-4-1 in this example) is floating in this

embodiment. Likewise, float detection circuits 1324-2 and 1324-3 would also

output detect signals, DT#1 and DT#2, respectively, having low states. This is

because pads 1318-2 and 1318-3 in this example would correspond to pads 718-

4-2 and 718-4-3, which are also floating in this example.

Float detection circuit 1324-4, on the other hand, would output a detect

signal DT#3 having a high state. This is because pad 1318-4 in this embodiment

would correspond to pad 718-4-4 in Figure 7. Pad 718-4-4 is ultimately coupled

to external chip-select connection node 714-1-1. Responsive to receiving low

states on detect signals DT#0, DT#1, and DT#2, decoder 1235 outputs a low

state on both ID<0> and ID<1>. Detection signals DT#0, DT#1, DT#2, and

DT#3 output from detection circuits 1324-1 . . . 1323-4, respectively, can be

applied as control signals for pass gates 1331-1, 1331-2, 1331-3, and 1331-4,

respectively, to control input to input-buffer 1330.



Figure 14 shows an activated area of a memory die in a stack 1410 of

memory dies 1412-1 . . . 1412-4 at refresh, according to various example

embodiments. In a conventional case of stacked memory devices, each memory

device of the stack has the same memory map, but does not have ID information.

When a refresh operation is performed on the stack, the same memory area is

activated at the same time so that its activation current flows into the specified

power-bus and power-supply pads. Therefore, power-supply noise is increased

by its current concentration, especially in multiple devices. However, using

memory mapping and ID information in memory device 1400, the refresh

current in memory device 1400 can be distributed in other power-supply pads

and power-bus so that the current concentration in the activated area is avoided

and power- supply noise is reduced.

Figure 15 shows features of an embodiment of a method to manage a

stack of memory dies, according to various embodiments. At 1510, a chip-select

signal(s) is received at a stack of memory dies. At 1520, an identification of a

memory die in the stack is determined to manage operation of the stack. The

determination of the identification conducted on the memory die can be

responsive to how the die is coupled to receive the chip-select signal(s). In a

process to determine the identification of the memory die, a reset signal can be

applied to set, on a trailing edge of a reset signal, a detection signal that is input

to a decoder on the memory die. Output from the decoder or the detection signal

can be directed to provide a control signal to drive an input buffer for chip-select

of the memory die. The identification can be used to adjust a delay of external

input/output bus to which the memory stack is couple. The identification can be

used to automatically switch memory mapping.

Figure 16 shows features of an embodiment of a method to identify a

memory die in a stack of memory dies, according to various embodiments. At

1610, a chip-select signal(s) is routed to each memory die of a stack of memory

dies. At 1620, on a memory die of the stack, an identification of the respective

memory die is determined responsive to how the chip-select is routed to that die.

Routing chip-select signals can include routing a number of chip-select signals

received at the stack, where the number of chip-select signals is equal to the

number of memory dies in the stack. In a process to determine the identification



of the memory die, a reset signal can be applied to set a detection signal input to

a decoder on the memory die. The identification can be used to automatically

switch memory mapping.

Figure 17 shows a block diagram of various features of an electronic

system 1700, according to various embodiments of the invention. System 1700

can include a controller 1701 and a memory device 1702. Memory device 1702

can be configured as a stack of memory dies, in accordance with embodiments

taught herein, and may be similar to or identical to one or more of the

embodiments discussed with respect to Figures 1-16. System 1700 may be

formed in various ways such as coupling the individual components of system

1700 together or integrating the components into one or a number of chip-based

units using conventional techniques. In an embodiment, system 1700 also

includes an electronic apparatus 1704 and a bus 1703, where bus 1703 provides

electrical conductivity among the components of system 1700. In an

embodiment, bus 1703 includes an address bus, a data bus, and a control bus,

each independently configured. In an alternative embodiment, bus 1703 uses

common conductive lines for providing one or more of address, data, or control,

the use of which is regulated by controller 1701. In an embodiment, electronic

apparatus 1704 may include additional memory for the intended functional

applications of electronic system 1700.

With memory 1702 arranged as a stack of memory dies, the types of

memory dies may include, but are not limited to, dynamic random access

memory, static random access memory, synchronous dynamic random access

memory (SDRAM), synchronous graphics random access memory (SGRAM),

double data rate dynamic ram (DDR), and double data rate SDRAM, arranged

according to the various embodiments as taught herein. Structures of various

embodiments of stacked memory device 1702, in accordance with various

embodiments as illustrated in Figures 1-16, may be realized in simulation

packages that may be arranged as software, hardware, or a combination of

software and hardware packages to simulate various embodiments and/or the

operation of various embodiments.

In various embodiments, peripheral device or devices 1706 are coupled

to bus 1703. Peripheral devices 1706 may include displays, imaging devices,



printing devices, wireless devices, wireless interfaces (e.g. wireless transceivers),

additional storage memory, control devices that may operate in conjunction with

controller 1701. In an embodiment, controller 1701 can include one or more

processors. In various embodiments, system 1700 includes, but is not limited to,

fiber optic systems or devices, electro-optic systems or devices, optical systems

or devices, imaging systems or devices, and information handling systems or

devices such as wireless systems or devices, telecommunication systems or

devices, and computers.

Although specific embodiments have been illustrated and described

herein, it will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art that any

arrangement that is calculated to achieve the same purpose may be substituted

for the specific embodiments shown. Various embodiments use permutations

and/or combinations of embodiments described herein. It is to be understood

that the above description is intended to be illustrative, and not restrictive, and

that the phraseology or terminology employed herein is for the purpose of

description.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A stack of memory dies comprising:

a plurality of select related connection nodes, each of which being configured to

receive a select signal depending on how the dies are arranged in the stack of memory dies

and wherein at least one of the select related connection nodes comprises an external select

connection node configured to receive a select signal; and

a plurality of identification circuits, wherein each of the identification circuits

corresponds to a respective one of the memory die of the stack, wherein each of the

identification circuits can be coupled to one or more of the plurality of select related

connection nodes, depending on how the respective die is arranged in the stack, and wherein

each of the identification circuits is configured to determine an identification of its respective

memory die responsive to how, if coupled, that identification circuit is coupled to the at least

one of the select related connection nodes configured to receive a select signal.

2 . The stack of memory dies of claim 1, wherein each of the identification circuits is

coupled to a plurality of select related through-substrate vias in its respective memory die.

3 . The stack of memory dies of claim 1, wherein each die has a number of

corresponding select related connection nodes, and wherein the number of select related

connection nodes corresponding to each die equals the number of memory dies in the stack.

4 . The stack of memory dies of claim 1, wherein the number of memory dies in the

stack equals four and each of the die have a respective four corresponding ones of the select

related connection nodes, wherein the respective four corresponding ones of the select related

connection nodes of one of the dies comprise four external select connection nodes.

5 . The stack of memory dies of claim 1, wherein the number of memory dies in the

stack equals four and each of the die have at least a respective two corresponding ones of the

select related connection nodes, wherein the respective two corresponding ones of the select



related connection nodes of one of the dies comprises two external select connection nodes,

wherein each of the die comprises at least two floating select related through-substrate vias.

6 . The stack of memory dies of claim 1, wherein the number of memory dies in the

stack equals four and each of the die have at least a respective corresponding one of the

select related connection nodes, wherein the respective select related connection node of one

of the dies comprises a select connection node, wherein each of the die comprises at least

three floating select related through-substrate vias.

7 . The stack of memory dies of claim 1, wherein a select related through-substrate via of

one of the memory die in the stack is coupled to a select related through-substrate via of an

adjacent one of the memory die, wherein the coupled select related through-substrate vias are

not vertically aligned.

8. A memory device comprising:

an external select connection node; and

a plurality of memory dies arranged in a stack, wherein each of the memory die

comprises a plurality of internal select related nodes, wherein each of a plurality of

identification circuits corresponds to a respective one of the memory die of the stack, each of

the identification circuits comprising a plurality of detection circuits, each of the detection

circuits of a respective one of the identification circuits coupled to a respective one of the

plurality of internal select related nodes of the corresponding die, and wherein each of the

identification circuits is configured to determine an identification of its respective memory

die responsive to which, if any, of the internal nodes of the respective die are coupled to the

external select connection node.

9 . The memory device of claim 8, wherein the external select connect node is

configured overlying the stack.

10. The memory device of claim 8, wherein the external select connect node is

configured underlying the stack.



11. The memory device of claim 8, wherein the memory device includes a plurality of

external select connect nodes.

12. The memory device of claim 11, wherein the plurality of external select connect

nodes are configured overlying the stack.

13. The memory device of claim 11, wherein the plurality of external select connect

nodes are configured underlying the stack.

14. The memory device of claim 8, wherein the memory device comprises a plurality of

external chip-select connection nodes such that the determination of the identification of its

respective memory die is responsive to which, if any, of the internal nodes are coupled to one

of the external chip-select connection nodes.

15. The memory device of claim 8, wherein each detection circuit includes a current-

sense circuit.

16. The memory device of claim 15, wherein the current-sense circuit includes a current

limiter to limit a sense current directed to an associated select related connection node.

17. The memory device of claim 15, wherein the current-sense circuit includes a source

node from which to generate a reference current to mirror a sense current to set the detection

signal from the respective detection circuit.

18. The memory device of claim 8, wherein each detection circuit includes a voltage

detection circuit.

19. The memory device of claim 18, wherein the voltage detection circuit includes a reset

input configured to set the detection signal from the respective detection circuit on a trailing

edge of a reset signal.



20. A memory die configured to be arranged in a stack of memory dies, wherein the stack

comprises an external select connection node, the memory die comprising:

a plurality of detection circuits, each detection circuit being configured to determine

if it is coupled to the external select connection node; and

a decoder configured to receive detection signals from at least a portion of the

plurality of detection circuits and to output an identification of the memory die responsive to

which, if any, of the detection circuits is coupled to the external select connection node using

the received ones of the detection signals.

21. The memory die of claim 20, further comprising an input buffer configured to receive

a signal from the external select connection node.

22. The memory die of claim 21, further comprising a delay circuit, wherein the delay

circuit is configured to delay a signal received from the external select connection node

responsive to the identification.

23. The memory die of claim 20, wherein the memory die is configured to be coupled to

another memory die in the stack via four select related connection nodes, wherein the

plurality of detection circuits comprise at least three detection circuits, wherein each of the at

least three detection circuits is configured to be coupled to a respective one of the select

related connection nodes when the die is arranged in the stack.

24. A method comprising:

determining an identification of a memory die in a stack of memory dies to manage

operation of the stack, the determination of the identification conducted on the memory die

responsive to how the die is coupled to receive a select signal.

25. The method of claim 24, wherein the method includes using the identification to

adjust a delay of an external input/output bus.



26. The method of claim 24, wherein the method includes using the identification to

automatically switch memory mapping.

27. The method of claim 24, wherein the method includes using memory mapping and

identification information in the stack such that refresh current in the stack is distributed in

power-supply pads and a power-bus such that current concentration in an activated area in

the stack is avoided and power-supply noise is reduced.

28. The method of claim 24, wherein determining an identification of a memory die

includes applying a reset signal to set a detection signal on a trailing edge of the reset signal,

the detection signal input provided to a decoder on the memory die.

29. The method of claim 28, wherein determining an identification of a memory die

includes directing output from the decoder or the detection signal to provide a control signal

to an input buffer for the memory die.

30. A method comprising:

routing a select signal to each memory die of a stack of memory dies;

determining, on a memory die of the stack, an identification of the respective memory

die responsive to how the select signal is routed to that die.

31. The method of claim 30, wherein the method includes using the identification to

automatically switch memory mapping.

32. The method of claim 30, wherein determining the identification of the respective

memory die includes applying a reset signal to set a detection signal input to a decoder on the

memory die.

33. The method of claim 30, wherein routing the select signal includes routing a number

of select signals received at the stack, the number of select signals equal to the number of

memory dies in the stack.



34. The method of claim 30, wherein routing the select signal includes routing a number

of select signals received at the stack.
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